LONG WEEKEND IN MOROCCO

SOMETIMES YOU DON’T HAVE THE LUXURY OF TIME WHEN EXPLORING A NEW DESTINATION. KEEN TO MAKE EVERY SECOND COUNT? THIS IMMERSIVE, EXPERT-LED MOTORCYCLE ADVENTURE IS THE TRIP FOR YOU.

Spectacular landscapes, clear skies and a clear road ahead. These represent the essence of everything we love about travel. This Moroccan expedition covers more than 700km, through the snow-capped peaks of the Atlas mountains to Unesco World Heritage Sites and the dusty expanse of the Sahara.

If that sounds intimidating, it shouldn’t. Our tours run in small groups to ensure each rider benefits from our expert guides and unparalleled local knowledge. We’ll also lay on traditional, comfortable accommodation and plenty of delicious local food.

This tour departs from Marrakech before heading towards the Atlas mountains. The winding road of the Tizi n’Test pass awaits, before a descent down to Taroudant and a visit to the Kasbah of Ouarzazate.

After a night on the tranquil shores of Lake Mansour, we will ride on to another famous pass in the Atlas mountains, Tizi n’Tichka. We’ll also have time to wander through the UNESCO heritage site of Ait Benhaddou and the world-famous Jamaa el Fna.

Ride with us and discover the best of Morocco over an epic three-day weekend!

ON THIS TOUR YOU WILL...

- Ride across unspoilt landscapes in exclusive locations
- Enjoy a once in a lifetime ride through the Atlas mountains
- Benefit from our multilingual team’s unparalleled knowledge and riding expertise in Morocco
- Visit some of Morocco’s most famous sights

FROM 1299 €

For any further information on tours check www.wheelsofmorocco.net